Previous work shows that the process of parallel text exploitation to extract transfer mappings between language pairs raises the capability of language translation. However, while this process can be fully automated, one thorny problem called "divergence" causes indisposed mapping extraction.
Introduction
Over the past decade, research has focused on the automatic acquisition of translation knowledge from parallel text corpora. Statistical-based systems build alignment models from the corpora without linguistic analysis [1, 2] . Another class of systems analyzes sentences in parallel texts to obtain transfer structures or rules [6] . Previous work shows that the process of parallel text exploitation to extract transfer mappings (models or rules) between language pairs can raise the capability of language translation.
However, previous work is still hampered by the difficulties in transfer mapping extraction of achieving accurate lexical alignment and acquiring reusable structural correspondences. Although automatic extraction methods of lexical alignment and structural correspondences are introduced, they are not capable of handling exceptional cases like "divergence" presented in [4] . In general, divergence arises with variant lexical usage of role, position, and morphology between two languages. Therefore, while mapping extraction can be fully automated from parallel texts, divergence causes indisposed mapping extraction. Furthermore, the existence of translation divergences also makes adaptation from source structures into target structures difficult [5, 7, 8] . For parallel text exploitation, these divergences make the training process of transfer mapping extraction between languages impractical including parsing and word-level alignment, lexical-semantic lexicography, and syntactic structures. Therefore, study of parallel text exploitation needs a careful study of translation divergence.
The framework of this paper is as follows. A brief overview of parallel text exploitation is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, translation divergence analysis and processing for Mandarin-English parallel texts is presented. Section 4 shows experimental results with the alignments in IBM translation model. Finally, generalized conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Overview of Statistical-based Parallel Text Exploitation
The goal of parallel text exploitation is to acquire the knowledge for translation of a text given in some source ("Mandarin") string of words, m into a target ("English") string of words, e. For the presented statistical approach [1] to string translation of
, among all possible target strings, the string will be chosen with the highest probability which is given by Bayes' decision rule as follows:
Pr(e) is the language model of target language and Pr(m| e) is the translation model. In order to estimate the correspondence between the words of the target sentence and the words of the source sentence, a sort of pair-wise dependence by considering all word pairs for a given sentence pair [m, e] is assumed, referred to as alignment models. Figure 1 shows an example for the translation parameters of a sentence pair. In general, these parameters are lexicon probability, ex. :
: lexicon probability : sentence length probability : alignment probability However, it is difficult to achieve straightforward and correct estimation for these probability parameters. In the above example, the English word "for" is one major factor called "divergence" makes the estimation process between sentence pairs impractical. Therefore, in the next section, we present the analysis and processing of the translation divergence for improving the performance on parallel text exploitation.
3.

Translation Divergence Analysis and Processing
Analysis of Divergence Problems
Dorr's work [3] of divergence analysis is based on English-Spanish and English-German translations. Based on these two language pairs, 5 different categories have been identified. In this section, we discuss more multiform examples among the 5 types of divergences in Mandarin-English parallel texts. For each example, three sentences are given: e means an original English sentence in parallel texts, m means a Mandarin sentence, and ẽ means an amended English sentence which is better for translation parameter training with m.
Identification of Thematic Divergence
Thematic divergence often involves a "swap" of the subject and object position and obtains unpredictable word-level alignment. For example, e: (Is) 1 (credit card) 2 (acceptable) 3 (to) 4 (them) 5 ?
Here, credit card appears in subject position in e and in object position (" ") in m;
analogously, the object them appears as the subject they (" "). Therefore, for the thematic 
Identification of Morphological Divergence
Morphological divergence involves the selection of a target-language word that is a morphological variant of the source-language equivalent and it raises the ambiguity of lexical-semantic lexicography.
e: (May) 1 (I) 2 (have) 3 (your) 4 (signature) 5 (here) 6 ?
In this example, the predicate is nominal (signature) in e but verbal (" ") in m. 
. Therefore, with growing of various morphological translations, more conditions would raise more complexity of lexicon transfer parameter estimation and cause more ambiguity of lexical-semantic lexicography.
Identification of Structural Divergence
In structural divergence, a verbal argument has a different syntactic realization in the target language and the appearance of the divergence causes additional syntactic structural mapping constructions.
e: (About) 1 (the) 2 (center) 3 .
ẽ: (About) 1 (in) 2 (the) 3 (center) 4 .
Observe that the place object is realized as a noun phrase (the center) in e and as a prepositional phrase (" ") in m. For this example, the divergence causes the alignment of 0←2, which is a null mapping for Mandarin lexicon " ". In addition, the divergence also causes alignments of 2↔3
and 3↔3, which result in non-equal mapping number q-to-n (q>1, n>1, and q≠n). For a raised null mapping, the parameter estimation of ( ) 
Identification of Conflational Divergence
Conflation is the incorporation of necessary participants (or arguments) of a given action. A conflational divergence arises when there is a difference in incorporation properties between two languages. In addition, there are word compounds in Chinese language by embedding some semantic contiguity. For this divergence, the complexity of training process for transfer mapping extraction is extremely increased.
e: (Please) 1 (have) 2 (him) 3 (call) 4 (me) 5 .
ẽ: (Please) 1 (tell) 2 (him) 3 (to) 4 (give) 5 (me) 6 (a) 7 (call) 8 .
This example illustrates the conflation of a constitution in e that must be overly realized in m: the effect of the action (give me a call) is indicated by the word " " whereas this information is incorporated into the main verb (call me) in e. Therefore, this divergence causes most complexity on parameter estimation of translation including 
Identification of Lexical Divergence
For lexical divergence, the event is lexically realized as the main verb in one language but as a different verb in other language. It typically raises the ambiguity of lexical-semantic lexicography and also can be viewed as a side effect of other divergences. Thus, the formulation thereof is considered to be some combination of those given above, such as a conflational divergence forces the occurrence of a lexical divergence.
e: (Nothing) 1 (can) 2 (beat) 3 (Phantom of the Opera) 4 . 4 .
ẽ: (Nothing) 1 (can) 2 (compare) 3 (with) 4 (Phantom of the Opera) 5 .
Here the main verb "beat" in e but as a different verb " " (to compare with) in m. Other examples are like "cash", "have", "take", and etc. in English but "
", " ", and etc. in Mandarin, respectively.
Processing of Divergence Evaluation
According to the above divergence analysis, the divergent mappings between sentence pairs are composed of non-equal mapping number (q-to-n, q>1, n>1, q n), different position mapping (i↔j, i j), and null mapping (i→0 or 0→j). Unlike non-equal mapping number and different position mapping, the null mapping cannot provide target language translation information for lexical item selection and position generation. Therefore, we want to use a simple and straightforward measurement method to evaluate the possible null mappings. , direct lexical mappings in the mapping space can be extracted using the relevant bilingual dictionary [13] . The mapping function is defined as follows: becomes significant. Hence, the content of m or e should be updated to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of exploration of mapping order between word sequences and derivation of transfer mappings. In this paper, we choose to sieve out the divergent sentence pairs from the parallel texts. Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of the collected parallel texts extended by travel conversation [11] . The Mandarin words in the corpora were obtained automatically using a Mandarin morphological analyzer at CKIP [10] and an English morphological analyzer referred to LinkGrammar [12] . The percentage of the various types of divergences for the collected parallel texts is shown on Fig.   2 . For the collected corpus of travel conversation, almost two out of three parallel sentences (65 percent) occur the conflational divergence and less than one out of five parallel sentences (19 percent) occur the lexical divergence. In order to assess the effect of translation divergence in the parallel texts, the system also utilizes an alignment training tool called GIZA, which is a program in an EGYPT toolkit designed by the Statistical Machine Translation team [9] 1 . Based on segmented Chinese, we use the original GIZA for testing in this paper. In relation to the IBM models in GIZA, this study uses models 1-4 and ten iterations of each training models for the collected corpus. The parallel sentences with various types of divergences are sieved out from the collected corpus and perplexity in IBM original GIZA training model with comparison of sieving various types of divergences is shown on Table 2 .
Experimental Results
The perplexity with sieving thematic divergence is similar to that with sieving structural divergence and the perplexity with sieving morphological divergence is similar to that with sieving lexical divergence. For sieving conflational divergence, a noticeable perplexity reduction is obtained among other types of divergence but the cost is that almost two out of three parallel sentences (65 percent) are sieved out from the collected corpus. Table 3 
Conclusion
In this work, we discuss one issue of parallel text exploitation, in general, with special emphasis on divergence analysis and processing. Experiments were performed for the languages of Mandarin and English with the travel conversation corpus of 11,885 sentence pairs. The experimental results show that the analysis and evaluation of divergence for retaining low divergent parallel sentences can reduce the perplexity in IBM translation model averagely from 13.65 to 5.18. For sieving conflational divergence, a noticeable perplexity reduction is obtained among other types of divergence but the cost is that almost two out of three parallel sentences (65 percent) are sieved out from the collected corpus.
Future studies will attempt to implement a translation decoder to assess the influence of divergence evaluation on BLEU sore.
